Contracting partner

What data does the company have access to? What does the
company do?

How long does the company store the
data for?

Ágnes Damján private
entrepreneur
E-mail: damjan.agnes@cordia.hu

Has access to data intended for data handling purposes for provision of
property rental, real estate brokerage and other services (furnishing,
accountant mediation, etc.) related to the property management service
conducted by Cordia FM.
24-hour provision of remote monitoring, dispatch and security guard
services for the Cordia apartment blocks (Corvin sétány), including
loading of data onto the tokens used to enter the Cordia apartment
blocks, as well as entry to areas on the interior of the building, further
the loading of data onto the garage access cards used to enter the parking
areas, granting of the necessary rights for use, issuing of authorization to
tokens/garage access keys outside of the house representative’s hours, as
well as issue of tokens/garage access keys in extraordinary
circumstances, further the review of data in the event of a security event,
as well as storage of the associated data, as well as taking possession of
tokens/garage access keys that have not been issued or are unauthorized,
deleting the data or authorization stored on them if necessary, and
providing them to the effected persons or returning at the request of the
house representative. As required, the data handler also manages the
movement data associated with the effected token/garage access key for
security reasons in accordance with the above. In addition, electronic
remote reading of utility meters: The water meter and other utility meter
readings for the individual apartments are also available at the security
center on the ground floor Tömő utca 1 in District VIII of Budapest, and
can be accessed if required by employees and subcontractors providing
the security service for the data handler.

Service contract of undefined duration –
until termination of the contract.

A subcontractor involved in furnishing apartments. The company
directly contacts the owner of the residential property regarding the
provision of furniture and carpentry work. This company has access to
the minimum data required for this purpose (address, owner's contact
details and information on the nature of the work to be carried out).

Indefinite business contract – until
termination of the contract.

Belváros Security Kft.
Headquarters: 1082 Budapest
Futó utca 34-36, Staircase 6,
Floor 4
Email:
belvarossecurity@gmail.com

SBE Kft.
Registered office: 7625 Pécs,
Böck János u .11
Tax number: 23790221-2-02
Company registration number:
02-09- 078485

Service contract of undefined duration –
until termination of the contract.

